HyperOffice for Service Providers
HyperOffice is a leading provider of cloud based private-label
collaboration, social and mobile solutions. We open new
opportunities for service providers in fast growing cloud markets.

www.hyperoffice.com/sp/
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In an era of exponential data growth, service providers widely
recognize that they need to enter OTT markets to reverse downtrends
in ARPU.
One OTT market which is especially ripe for exploitation by service
providers is the cloud communication and collaboration market. It is
a huge growth market (Gartner predicts it will grow to $21 B by 2018)
and as PWC observed, service providers are perfectly poised to
capture this revenue opportunity by leveraging their network
expertise and key position in the value chain.

HyperOffice is an award winning pioneer in social cloud communication,
collaboration and mobile technologies since 2004. Service providers can
offer these high margin technologies to their customers under their own
brand, and capitalize on the growing market opportunity.
HyperOffice gives service providers maximum market coverage through
targeted offerings for different segments of the collaboration market.
New Product Innovation Leader

THE MARKET
Offer users an alternative
solution based on our
innovative collaboration
technology

LOOKING FOR A NEW
COLLABORATION
SOLUTION
UNHAPPY WITH
EXISTING
COLLABORATION
SOLUTION

HAPPY WITH EXISTING
COLLAB. SOLUTION (GOOGLE
APPS, OFFICE 365,
EXCHANGE ETC.) BUT
LOOKING FOR A MODERN
TOOL FOR
INTERNAL/EXTERNAL
COMMUNICATION WHICH
WORKS WITH
EXISTING TOOLS

Offer users our
groundbreaking team
communication solution
which works with existing
systems and lets users
share information across
company boundaries

Cloud communication and collaboration has consistently been
identified as the biggest growth cloud market as businesses move
away from email to more sophisticated tools to manage globally
distributed teams.

Social layer overlays
everything
Core of
collaboration tools

Atlas offers an end to end cloud collaboration environment that
includes all the tools teams need to be productive and work together.
Atlas is built with innovative social design principles that shift
emphasis from passive information sharing to engaging teams around
collaborative processes and business objectives.

Leverage our APIs to integrate with 3rd party UC
solutions to create an end to end UCC Solution.

ATLAS STACK

Integrate with any other third party tool.

Email Plus

Doc Mgmnt.

Atlas’s modular stack can be bundled in various ways to
create solutions tailored to your users’ needs. For example
Email Plus, Basic Collaboration, Document Mgmt etc.

Start by offering basic solutions, and easily upgrade to
extended solutions to generate upsell revenue.

2. SHARE.TO EXTERNAL COLLABORATION

We all work in extended teams today, which not only consist of coworkers, but also clients, partners, vendors and
freelancers. Unfortunately, even with the latest development in web, video and mobile technologies, business
communication tools have not kept up. We simply keep falling back upon email. Share.to is a next-generation
solution which combines all the tools workers need to connect with their “extended” team – teams, customers,
clients, partners – and works with all the existing tools everyone has.

Use video, voice and chat to connect with internal
and external teams with unprecedented ease.

With cutting edge iOS & Android Apps, Share.to is
ideal for “mobile first” businesses which want
messaging and sharing apps for their teams

Share.to allows users to connect and share data
from popular business apps like Google Apps,
Microsoft Office 365, Dropbox, Box etc.

Start with text chat, share stuff, and then jump
into a high impact video conference to achieve
your business goals. The entire collaboration is
captured for context and future reference

ushare.to/conf-invite/fgtr54..

HyperOffice lets service providers quickly enter high demand enterprise and consumer cloud markets, while offering
end users best of breed cloud technologies to help them improve communication, collaboration and productivity.
Benefits for the Service Provider:
Invest in your own brand. Rather than partnering with a third party brand, service providers can use
HyperOffice’s white label technology and build their own brand.
Enables you rather than competing with you. HyperOffice enables service providers to offer white
labeled & high margin cloud solutions without ever competing for the same customers.
Choose a deployment option per your strategy. HyperOffice’s modular architecture allows you to
deploy it per your strategy – in our cloud, your own cloud or a third party cloud infrastructure.
Get market leading margins. While Google and Microsoft offer margins of 6-12%, service providers
can earn up to 50% on HyperOffice.
Control pricing and packaging. Choose the price and feature bundle most suited for your market.

Benefits for end users

Keeping it simple without losing value. Our services have been meticulously designed with a “user
first” approach. We offer great feature depth, but present it through an exceptional user experience.
Emphasizing people, not technology. Our services are built on social design principles which shift
emphasis from a “content centric” approach to a “people centric” approach.
Mobile freedom. Communication and collaboration today demands that users be able to work across
devices and systems. HyperOffice has been designed to give users this mobile freedom.
SMB Laser Focus. HyperOffice solutions have a laser focus towards SMBs. Service providers can target
the fastest growing segment of the market with solutions custom built for their needs.
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